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1 (604) 479-5981
1 (604) 380-2282
sales@minesupply.com
www.minesupply.com

CABLE SATELLITES
-

Highly visible – safer for shovel operators in all conditions
Consistent shape – easier for shovel operator to pick up with bucket
100% cable coverage with brightly colored round rubber hose – safer for handling and
protection against electrocution
Reflective stripes
56” Diameter Weight 200 lbs. each
Helicopter delivery available upon request
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SATELLITE PRODUCT COMPARISON
NEW DESIGN

OLD DESIGN

Full “fish-mouth” cope eliminates flex – greatly
improves strength

- pinched pipe allows flex leading
to weld failure

Angled pipe connections with more even
distribution of stress

- all intersection of pipe are 90 degrees

“Full-contact crimp” ensures rigidity

- “pinched crimp” allows movement
between Pipe and cable, which leads to
early Failure/collapse

Long life and shape retention

- egg-shaped/easily flattened

Our unique assembly line permits consistency of shape and size

CUSTOMER REVIEWS AND COMMENTS
One of our satellites was tested at Suncor Energy with amazing results. It outlasted any other
satellite ever tried at Suncor before by retaining its form for over 31 days.
One operator’s comment: “I’ve dropped these things from 40 feet, squashed it into the ground with
the shovel bucket, and it just pops right back up. They are easier to use, since they maintain their
shape and are so much easier to see at night, and for some reason, bitumen doesn’t seem to stick to
it.”
The utility men say they feel a lot safer with them because of the rubber hose coating that saves
from cable wires poking out into their hands and damaging the high-voltage cable.
A supervisor’s quote: “This is the best product that Suncor has had in the ten to twelve years of
using these products”.
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SATELLITE TRANSPORTER 1000

-

-

Specially-designed trailer to allow easy, convenient and safe movement of our Safety
Satellites
Eliminates - the use of multiple persons to move a satellite
- use of a picker truck to move a unit
- unsafe practice of dragging satellites along haul roads;
Allows one person in a truck equipped with a pintle hitch and 1” shackle to tow the
Transporter trailer to move a satellite within the mine site
Designed for off Road/Mine Use Only
3500 lb. load capacity running gear
300 lb. boom capacity, suited to transport our Safety Satellites which weigh 200 lbs.
Safety chains and hooks
Retractable trailer jack with wheel
Primed and rust-painted
Reflective tape affixed for visibility and night operations
Requires use of 1-inch shackle for attachment of Safety Satellites to Trailer boom.
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